JL Systems Triples its Staff and Internal Departments, Invests in Advanced Client Support Software, and Gears up for Three Product Upgrades

Association management software provider hires first Chief Operating Officer and relocates its offices to a larger facility to better support growing operations

SPRINGFIELD, Va. – May 1, 2018 – JL Systems, the provider of NOAH AMS, a premier integrated, web-based association management software (AMS) and content management system (CMS) solution, announces significant corporate growth and realignment. Since 2015, the company has expanded from two departments to six, tripled its staff, relocated its offices to a larger facility in Virginia and invested in advanced client support software. Subsequently, JL Systems realized a 67-percent increase in revenue during the same period of time.

JL Systems focused on increasing its staff and building out its internal departments to create the depth necessary to support current operations: sales and marketing, project management, client support, web development, database engineering and administration/human resources. By implementing a new customer support system, JL Systems was able to reduce its clients’ outstanding support tickets significantly and increase its completion rate by 86 percent. Further, the company hired Charles (Chuck) J. Helman, Ph.D. as its first Chief Operating Officer. Helman designs and implements strategies, plans and procedures to meet company-wide goals for performance and growth.

Jon Danforth, president & CEO, said, “To effectively support planned growth, it was very important for us to address our infrastructure capacity while concentrating efforts on future product design and development. Adding Chuck to our team was one of the last pieces of the puzzle. He has spearheaded the development, communication and implementation of our effective growth strategies and processes to help transform our business. Moving forward, we are excited to continue our focused and strategic initiatives, which will add even more team members to our new office and enable us to better serve our growing client base.”

In mid-April, JL Systems announced it will upgrade to DNN Evoq Basic 9, which will provide its users with a more consistent and pleasant user experience. JL Systems will also be releasing a significant update in early May in order to comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which becomes enforceable beginning May 25. In addition, the company is gearing up for two additional major product upgrades during the Spring, which will be major centerpieces at the company’s 2018 NOAH AMS User Group Conference in Crystal City, Virginia, Oct. 25-26, 2018. JL Systems also plans to relaunch its NOAH
AMS User Group Online Community, which will allow customers to share questions, suggestions and solutions with association peers that may go beyond the use of the NOAH AMS.

About JL Systems
JL Systems is the cornerstone in association software. Developed in 1982, its NOAH AMS platform is a robust customer relationship management (CRM) solution, integrated with the multitude of back office association management software (AMS) functionality, along with an advanced content management system (CMS) and website hosting platform. Trade and professional associations use NOAH AMS to manage members, renewals, subscriptions, publications, meetings, trade shows, education, certification, continuing education, fundraising, donations, grants, A/R and more. Headquartered in Springfield, Virginia, JL Systems supports associations throughout the United States and Canada. Learn more at www.noahams.com.
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